
ADOPT A COUNTRY
2.3 BILLION YOUNG PEOPLE GLOBALLY DO NOT KNOW JESUS! 

COUNTRIES 
Bangladesh 
Botswana 
Burundi 
Cuba 
DR of Congo 
Ethiopia 
India 
Kenya 
Malawi 
Mozambique 
Nepal 
Peru 
Russia 
Rwanda 
Tanzania 
Uganda 
Ukraine 
Zimbabwe 
Zambia
* Partial list of Reach Out’s 

countries

ADOPT A COUNTRY CREATES A WIN-WIN-WIN!
COUNTRY ADVOCATES connect relationally to a specific country/country leader/country team and 
engage in a multi-year giving experience for a specific yearly amount resulting in sustained long-
term impact.

 THE WIN: an expanded worldview through meaningful cross-cultural relationships with 
leaders whose countrywide mission is to reach and disciple teenagers.

COUNTRY LEADERS AND TEAMS use the funds to encourage, equip and empower youth leaders 
throughout the country with Reach Out’s training and resources—also resulting in sustained long-
term impact.

 THE WIN: a bridge of supportive relationships that results in exponentially multiplying the 
number of reached and discipled teenagers in that country.

REACH OUT provides oversight and accountability for funds and ministry activities, facilitates 
consistent communication and reports between Country Advocates and Country Leaders.
  THE WIN: funds raised ... ministry multiplies ... sustainability created.

RESULTS:  Invest $5,000 in one country each year for 5 YEARS =  
      n  1,000 youth leaders equipped 

n  100 new “trainers of trainers” certified 
n  30,000 students reached and discipled 
      (Numbers will vary depending on the country)

ADOPT A COUNTRY/QUESTIONS? www.reach-out.org

Will you please join us?

NEED: 
Around the globe an overwhelming gap exists between the need for the 
gospel of Jesus and equipping leaders with the training and tools to meet 
that need! Globally 2.3 billion young people do not know Jesus. Indigenous 
youth leaders and churches have the passion to reach and disciple students, 
but they lack needed training and tools that Reach Out can give them.

 In Africa 75% of the population is under 25-years-old. Orphaned by HIV/AIDS, 
sex, pornography, drinking, drugs, Islam and the occult--all ravage young 
people. Yet teenagers openly receive the Gospel, and leaders can speak about 
Jesus in schools. However, most leaders miss opportunities. Africa’s only 
hope: equip leaders to reach and disciple the younger generation!

https://reach-out.org/
https://reach-out.org/media/101425/aac-faq-sheet.pdf



